LINKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The following Linking Terms and conditions outline your obligations when linking to InTech’s content.

1. LINKING

Links to the InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website (http://intechopen.com/) should be in text only. Please use the html code below.

<a href="http://intechopen.com/" target="_blank" title="InTech">InTech – Open Access Publisher</a>

Please make sure that the correct company name, InTech – Open Access Publisher, is used.

There are other text links besides the one shown above, allowed to link to InTech's books, journals, individual book chapters and journal articles. Links to publications are available on the InTechOpen Website (http://intechopen.com/+).

The rule for linking to books, journals, individual book chapters and journal articles via InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website pages other than the homepage (http://intechopen.com/) is:

<a href="full-URL" title="Document Title" target="_blank">Document Title</a>

Example

Book title: Multiagent Systems

<a href="http://www.intechopen.com/books/multiagent_systems" target="_blank" title="Multiagent Systems">Multiagent Systems</a>

Link requests from the following sites will not be accepted:

- Any website that defames InTech and its business and service or contains information that can undermine our credibility or violate our rights
- Any website that violates the law, or is unethical, meaning that it contains information or is involved in actions that can be offensive to public moral and public order
- Links that use frames or other methods that make it hard to clarify if the site is or is not InTech
- Any website that uses InTech corporate logo or is branding marks without proper permission
Exclusions

Please be aware of the following prior to linking to InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website:

- InTech reserves the right to make changes to InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website and other sites and content owned by InTech at any time and without prior notice and with no obligation to inform linking sites.
- Although InTech edits and manages the site’s content meticulously, we do not guarantee the currentness, accuracy or safety of the information therein or viewing websites that are linked from websites owned by InTech or the third party websites that InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website is linked to, please follow their rules, as well as the required and recommended software and settings. InTech does not take responsibility for the contents of linked sites, or any damage caused by them.
- Being linked to InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website does not necessarily mean that the linked site and InTech are in alliance or that InTech recommends the products from linked sites.

Important Notice

We may request to edit or remove any link depending on the content of the sites and the link method used. The above rules are subject to change without prior notice. As changes occur, all links are expected to follow the updated rules.

2. USAGE OF INFORMATION

Access to information on InTech - Open Access Publisher Official Website is free of charge. Neither registration nor payment is required to gain access to InTech’s publications. The material is stored in our database, exclusively in PDF format, and easily downloadable.

InTech publications are published under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Our Copyright Policy aims to guarantee that original material is published while at the same time giving significant freedom to our authors. InTech upholds a very flexible copyright policy meaning that there is no copyright transfer to the publisher and authors hold exclusive copyright to their work. Under this model, Users have the right to read, download, copy, distribute, print and also search, link to the full texts of book chapters and journal articles, crawl publications for indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial or legal barriers, even for commercial purposes and under the following conditions:

- **Attribution** – Users must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse the user or his use of the work). Authors retain the Copyright ownership of their work before and after their manuscript is published. InTech, as the publisher retains the Copyright over the book and journals as a coherent and original whole.
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The information contained in this document are confidential and are intended only for the recipient. The contents may not be disclosed publicly. If you are not the intended recipient(s), any use, disclosure, copying, or distribution is prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this document in error, please notify us by e-mail at info@intechopen.com then delete the document and any copies thereof. This communication is part of InTech’s publishing activity and is not intended for unauthorized use or distribution.
• **Waiver** – Any of the above conditions can be waived if Users get permission from the copyright holders.

• **Public Domain** – Where the work or any of its elements is in the public domain under applicable law, that status is in no way affected by the license.

• **Other Rights** – In no way are any of the following rights affected by the license:
  - User’s fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copyright exceptions and limitations;
  - The author’s moral rights;
  - Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

• **Notice** – For any reuse or distribution, the user must make clear to others the license terms of this work.